22nd January 2016: Prof. A.K. Mahapatra, Director, AIIMS, Bhubaneswar attended "ANVESHAN-2015" central zone student research convention as Guest of Honour at Fakir Mohan University, Balasore.

Prof. A.K. Mahapatra, Director, AIIMS, Bhubaneswar sharing the dias with other guests of honour, at "ANVESHAN-2015" central zone student research convention as Guest of Honour at Fakir Mohan University, Balasore, on 21st January 2016.

Prof. Mahapatra is seen presenting a copy of “Insight” the annual students magazine of AIIMS BBSR, the Annual report of AIIMS BBSR and a copy of the AIIMS quarterly Newsletter “Dhauli”.

Prof. A.K. Mahapatra, Director, AIIMS, Bhubaneswar, during his speech at "ANVESHAN-2015" central zone student research convention at Fakir Mohan University, Balasore.